Helsinki 08.01.2020

To: Nominated referees and their Association
   The Swedish Floorball Federation

Cc: IFF RC, IFF Competition

Women’s and Women’s U19 2-Nations tournament in Sweden, on 31st of January to 2nd of February 2020

The IFF Referee Committee has nominated the following referee pair to referee the Women’s and Women’s U19 2-Nations matches in Sweden from 31st to 2nd of February 2020.

Martin Petrik / Tomas Podlesny CZE, WU19 match on the 31st of January 2020 and Women’s match on the 1st of February 2020

Ludvig Broadhall / Robert Nordin SWE, WU19 match on the 1st of February 2020

The organizer, the Swedish Floorball Federation, is responsible of organizing the daily allowances, travel and board & lodging for the referees. The contact person is Mr. Jan Lindberg.
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